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Abstract This paper presents a survey of simulation and optimization modeling
approaches used in reservoir systems operation problems. Optimization methods
have been proved of much importance when used with simulation modeling and
the two approaches when combined give the best results. The main objective of
this review article is to discuss simulation, optimization and combined simulation–
optimization modeling approach and to provide an overview of their applications
reported in literature. In addition to classical optimization techniques, application
and scope of computational intelligence techniques, such as, evolutionary computa-
tions, fuzzy set theory and artificial neural networks, in reservoir system operation
studies are reviewed. Conclusions and suggestive remarks based on this survey are
outlined, which could be helpful for future research and for system managers to
decide appropriate methodology for application to their systems.
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1 Introduction
A single or multiple reservoir system which is composed of various physical com-
ponents including reservoirs, channels, tunnels, pipelines, pumping stations, hy-
dropower plants, irrigation area and urban water supply systems, operates to supply
water for municipal, industrial and irrigation needs, hydropower production, flood
control, recreation, navigation or ecological requirements. Management of these
systems from planning to operation is very challenging since the problem deals with
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